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Roosevelt Snores Thru Gambier
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nemains in kBasket
fturaay morning October 12 at 835 am
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Appointment has been made of
from a parson to the precinct workers
To change
for each re
the
vision on the Hill for the
Art IS
coming
States
Franklin
Delano
continual
is
Roosevelt
clergyman
narish
ouege straw- vote for passed through the station at
J
isH about finances he is ex
President of the United States The to have spoken m Mt Vernon Gambier Mr Roosevelt was
but disappointed the crowd
vote is being run under the direc- mat was eynpnhncr n Imo v
n i
Uy sPeealnS Oil Dy
IS ne prcauuco iwjkg
tion of students of the various noA larsre
nf
congregatioi
a willing
dents
descended
litical science classes and all stuThe
and
nf whom are women
gathered at the station Hill
there to Articles by Chalmers
life and dents to regardless of age will be applaud the
ers into family
able
vote
President as he travelthrough teaching children place in the The voting win take ed on his way to Columbus
Again Barrett See Print
Commons at a place the
iui
services i
j taking
crowd
was
to be announced
disappointed
for
the
The
Dr Chalmers and the Rev
voting dav President
and
LSr and dispatched
sound asleep did not
be Tuesday October 22 The
me will
Thomas
Hnn for confirmation
even
Barrett chaplain of the
peer
out of the window as
hours that the poll will be open
his ten car train smothered the college have articles appearing in
world is totally different will be announced
later
Members gatherers with smoke
w no niiaiii for Societies of the faculty will also vote
and cinders recent issues of important magaThe
A few of the professors whose zines
by
secret
ballot
a
one
parade
and
is
there
sympathies
run with the Demounions
the ballots will be kept separate
The latest issue of the American
congregation is entirely according
party let their classes out
cek his
to divisions and faculty cratic
m
order
that they all might catch Oxonian contains a discussion of
members
nfthe face of things the padres
The election will be run by an aon glimpse of the illustrious figure progressive tendencies in educaBut there are election
thP easier
the back platform of his privat tion in an article
board composed of Ned
Vip pnnRiiprpi
The Dispute
Of
train
nther tacLuis
Brouse
Bob
Hurst Bob Myers
by President
As the disappointed and some- of the Teachers
congregation only a small Newton Babeley
Beal Betts and what bewildered
student body as- Chalmers The article is based on
percenwgc
oH- pnri
ThP Fred Barry The precinct workers cended The Hill
to an examination of books by noted
mumbling
rest are aeiauc
is to get out the vote of
task
their the members
educational authorities
them
was
over
L are strong and andvirile
heard
to
say
Well
of his party in his it was a darn
set they
T h e modernist
educators
good
opinions are formed
looking
train
precinct
or
division on the elec- anyway
LDt the traditions of the Army
oppose disAnd indeed it was It states Dr Chalmers
tion
day
cipline
and
regard
any
of
leisure
kind discipline of
consisted of a beautiful private
how to spend
Precinct workers for the Re- observation
car preceeded by nine mathematics of grammar and of
padre This wall of division publican Party
for
the
election
cap
is
rules
of
others
Pennsylvania
conduct
Fraser for inPullmans
teen him and all
are Hunt East Wing ORourke
proposes
courses
Since Mr Rosevelt was unable stance
in
by the traditional picture of West Wing
Coxey Middle Ken- to greet the
students and faculty phrases of living instead of the
In stained- glass windows pon Reed North
Christ
Leonard
McCoy
persusual
to
subjects
with his
The president
the
smile we sinpictures in devotion
South Leonard
Listug Middle cerely hopewinning
femihis friends at the sta- while opposed to this trend does
on of Christ is stressed the
Leonard
Chase
North
Hanna
feel
Christianity
that education lacks imagintion anxiously waiting to greet
For Caples South
nine virtues of
Hanna and Svec him did not wake
him from his ation and that it need not
the padre has to paint a new Middle Hanna
Precinct
workers
to Dr Chalmers the
According
sound slumber
a picture emphasising the for the Democratic
picture
Party are
issue is really an ethical one and
masculine virtues of our religion
Loving East Wing Mitchell West
is being seriously considered by
Strength courage high principles
Wing McKim
Middle Kenyon
tuch educators as President Conduty the continual Fitzsimmons
devotion to
North Leonard Lees HILL TO GET
ant of Harvard and Stringfellow
for control of mind and body Middle
Hanna Sharp South HanBarr of St Johns college
Christiof the soul
the creation
na Derham South Leonard Walanity must be shown as a fight ton North
Hanna and McCleary SKATING RINK
World Has Scientist Trouble
progress where the weak forsMiddle Leonard
ake religion because they cant
Father Barrett warns that the
Kenyons winter sportmen will
stand the pace
find the walk to the river for ice world has scientist trouble in an
This is the formidable wall the
article Cure for Scientist TrouPOLO GAME
to smash RIDING
skating unecessary in the future ble
padre has to attempt
in the October 1st ChurchUnder
the
supervision
The Army Chaplain has to be one
of
W
E
man
We
the trouble of abPROVES POPULAR
Becker of the Maintenance Depart- straction ofhave
who enjoys a good fight and is a
neglecting the conUnder the able direction of Cap- ment a crew is already at work on crete incomprehensible
He has many weapons
good loser
experience
aid him his own discipline his tain Eberle
the equestrian drill an ice skating rink Located be- of man in favor of that part of his
idealism and his religion
These for homecoming went off very well hind Ascension and below the gar- experience which is rational measare weapons
of his own forging and was witnessed by a larger dens the pond will serve as a re- urable an abstraction from the
But there is one weapon which ia audience
than any previous year flecting pool for the gardens in the whole he writes
not personal and for which he
The first part consisted of military summer months
The Chaplain points out that
The formations which were followed
ends upon other people
The pond will be fed by an anci- science must delete the concrete
power to convince men that he is by figure
riding The latter was ent spring which is nearby and experience but trouble starts when
thinking of them caring for them very impressive and carried out as also by the run- off from the kitthe scientists method is applied
working for them because they are well as could be expected
since chens refrigeration plants
To to mans whole experience
He
his
Christy
in
brothers
The several of the boys were riding bring this water to the pond wonders why the great general
strength of this weapon depends with the troop for the first time
a two inch pipe will be laid from questions g ounsolved while the
upon the co- operation of helpers
Jim Libbey acting as leader did Pierce Hall
specialized detailed problems are
with him
very
Assurance of the prayewell and deserves special
The water from the kitchens will carefully examined and answered
rs of many people will strengthen mention
insure the supply of water because
The error Fr Barrett feels is
him but
not convince
The second part of the exhibition the spring is unreliable at certain that men feel the earth is theirs
those he
works for
Here he must deliver was a polo game
Although this periods of the year
to fashion for their own use while
the goods and this is the part you
game was very fast teamwork
Although the dimensions of the they need only accept Christ who
can play
The troops need comf- was lacking due to inexperience pool are still undecided upon ice will lead them through tribulaorts and the officers need good and the new players being
too skating for Kenyon will be not only tion and a blood- red sea out of the
reading Every article you send to eager to hit the ball
A player of closer but more enjoyable
house of bondage
any padre
will strengthen his long experience who naturally athand
and in the long run not the tracts much attention
was Jim
padre only
The Church of the Trainer who captained the Green Eastman Explains Purpose
future will stand or fall by
the team The same program will be
opinion
of the Christian religion repeated for Fathers Day and it
which each soldier
will carry back is hoped that the riding exhibition Of Aptitude
civilian life when this war is will again contribute much to the
The purpose of the Scholastic
over
ly higher than that of the sophooccasion
Aptitude Test which is taken by
more class The highest ranking
all entering men shortly after the
Frosh Breathe Easy
member of 1944 was higher than
at Last After Nosing
opening of school is to measure
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ful verve and ambition the Ken-on
yon Klan led by that demon
truth and justice Dick Da Beak
a
Stevens took the freshmen on
from
party the next afternoon walkwhich several had difficulty
ing home
The week that followed was taken up with efforts by the freshman
to construct a bonfire large enough
to satisfy the college and at the
same time small enough to satisfy
made
the dean The sophomores
the
various attempts to burn down
fire before its time but all efforts
were failures
was
On Friday evening the fire
the bes
lit Rudy Kutler called itScarf
ace
ever Dr Chalmers and
good
Stevens also thought it wasBrouse
Lou Treleaven and Dickheard and
11 had aword to be
everyone- went to bed
TnVless said about the cane
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the probable success in academic
work of the individual members of
the entering class The Scholastic
Aptitude Test is not alone a measure of native ability but is also a
measure of school training study
habits and application in previous
A low standing
ir work
on scholastic aptitude test does
not mean tnar uie particular student is incapable of good academic
work but does suggest that he will
have to work harder and longer
to obtain the same results
Thp farultv committee on admis
sions in passing on applications for
admission to tne college utmsiueis
as a very important factor the
comparative standing of the applicant in his secondary school class
Preference is of course shown to
QtiiHpnt
rankine in the ton half
of their class and particularly to
those ranking m tne top guarter
In the case of application from men
ranking below the middle of their
class careful study is made of the
results of intelligence tests and
scholastic aptitude tests given by
the means to be an infallible prognosis of success in colege The
electivitv of a particular
school teaching standards percent
age of students entering cunege
are all variables which make comparative rank in a secondary school
class an accurate measure of
It is therefore
scholastic aptitude
important for the Committee on
Admissions to have the results at
the same time and under the same
conditions
It is impossible to make a valid
comparison between the entering
class of this year and of the present sophomore class until the
National norms are published
Several members of the freshman
the
class before being admitted toaptiCollege took the scholastic
tude of last year and their tocomthe
parative standing in relation
sophomore class was established
On the basis of the comparative
schoranking of these men on the years
lastic aptitude test of both
this
the general conclusion is that
px- amination
was slightly
oqW
more difficult and the average scholastic aptitude of this class slight

the highest member of 1943 There
were ten members of 1943 seven
of them no longer in College who
are lower than the lowest ranking
student of 1944 If these tests are
a true measure of ability then one
may draw the conclusion that there
is no reason for any member of
the present entering class to leave
College for academic failure when
working to capacity
Mr Anthony Eastman Dean of
Freshmen stated in an interview
with the Collegian reporter Each
year more and more high ranking
students are applying for admission to Kenyon College It is the
desire of the admissions office to
select students with high scholastic
aptitude and to improve this standard each year At the same time
we airo to bring to Kenyon a wellbalanced and all- around type of
man with those personal qualifications which insure success and prominence in later life in academic
professional and business careers

Rachmaninoff Opens
Columbus Season
Sergi Rachmaninoff

one of the

greatest of living pianists will inaugurate the 1940- 41 series of
Hast- Amend Civic Concerts in Columbus on Friday night October
18 at 830
The veteran Russianborn virtuoso is the first in five

worthwhile programs which are to
be presented in the Columbus Memorial Hall
On Friday November 15 Sergi
Jaroff and the Don Cossaks will offer a group of Russian church seMischa
lections and folksongs
DeElman appears Wednesday
4
A joint recital by Lucember
cille Manners and Jan Peerce
popular radio singers will be January 12 while Donald Dickson
another radio singer will give the
The season
January 21 program
ends with the renown Ballet Russe
de Monte Carlo on Tuesday March
11

Season tickets can be purchased
by order from Heatons music
store North High Street Columbus

Political Strife
In Book

Store

While the two candidates for the
presidency tour the nation making
speeches promising reform and
generally speaking get in each
others way Kenyon men contin
ue to lead a placid almost non
political life on the Hill There is
one place however where talk of
the coming election flares up on
frequent occasions and that is the
Bookstore
Here enlarged pictures of Mr
Willkie Mr Roosevelt and Mr
up
Wallace have been tacked
while on the shelves are to be
found several highly interesting
books dealing with the subject
Probably the most popular with
the student body will be the newly
received Country Squire in the
White House
Doubleday Doran
by John T Flynn a bitter opponent of the New Deal The author
in a brief
Warning
makes it
clear that he plans to attack and
that is the right word his topic
in different manner than is customary
A few quotations
can
best describe Mr Flynns method
of assault
He has this to say on FDRs
election in 1932 although he himself voted for the same man
In a great crisis there
came to leadership a man who was
never in the slightest degree interested in economic problems and
had no understanding of them
And
He was not a thinker
What he knew he picked up mostly in conversation
a scrap here
a bit there
An entirely different view is
vouchsafed us in The American
Presidency
a n Interpretation
Harper
Bros written by the
famous English professor of political science Harold J Laski
This book the work of a visitor
to the United States is not nearly
as ambitious as the reflections of
James Bryce and Alex deToqueville a century before but it is in
the same vein Mr Laski comes
out openly in favor of the strong
presidents of the type of Lincoln
Grover Cleveland and Theodore
Roosevelt This is one of his comments on the present incumbent
Franklin D Roosevelt possesses
ih
the power to handle
ity almost intutively to recognize
the efficient human instrument for
his purpose
Mrs Eastman has had thp
idea of combining the old with the
new on tne DOOKsnelves Standing
beside the two previously mentioned works The Rights of Man
by Thomas Paine and John Stracheys The Coming Struggle For
Power are nrominpnt nmnno tho
new selections which have arrived
m the store
A well- balanced supply of current fiction and nonfic- tion
titles are exnertpd shnrfiv
Mrs Eastman declared

Palmers to Denison
Mr and Mrs Palmier are to represent their respective alma maters at the inauguration of Dr
Brown as nresidpnf nf nonio
University
on October 18
Mr
maimer win represent Bowdoin
Colleere and Mrs Pal mpr will ren
resent Wheaton College

Murder Mystery
To Be Players
First Offering
On Wednesday October 30 at
eight oclock in Nu Pi Kappa
Hall the first play of a season that
promises to be the best yet will be
presented by the Hill Players The
play is a murder mystery titled
I Killed the Count by Alec Koppel It has been very popular in
London and throughout the country but hasnt yet played on Broadway
The plot is chock full of clues
which are guaranteed to baffle the
audience
Those popular clowns who gave
us a hilarious assembly program
last year Voskovec and Werich
will be here to witness and criticize
the Players performance
before
taking the assembly over again the
next day
The cast
Count Mattoni
Burdette Mast
Davidson
Chase Small
Raines
William Sawyer
Martin
Robert Hurst
Clifton
William Wright
Diamond
Alan McDonald
Johnson
Wiliam Cuthbert
Mullet
Edgar McGuire
Bernard K Froy
Rupert Anderson
Viscount Sorrington
Nevin Kuhl
Polly
Helen Black
Louise Rogers
Betty Frazier
Renee La Ltine
Virginia Imel

Fall

Review
Popular Appeal

Has

The current issue of the Kenyon
Review just released last week
scoops its field with a story whose
appeal is not restricted to those
who read literary quarterlies It
is a story to be read by anyone
concerned with present day affairs
Karl May
Hitlers Literary
Mentor written by a man of literary parentage who has carved a
reputation of his own Klaus Mann
son of Thomas Mann
By revealing the characters Old
Shatterhand and Old Shatterhands
Arbian equivalent Kara Ben Nemsi and re- exposing the man who
created them Mann presents a
case of hero worship which has
had disasterous effects in the presOld Shatterby
ent world
theu
Dick Tracy laclrrri- iiiikih gjwrvjjre
attributes of humanism of eavly
twentieth century Germany
an
American cowboy dreamed up by
an author who had little if any experience in America leads a blood
and thunder life through many
books
He plans and carries otit
gigantic butcheries and his hands
still dripping with blood gives us
detailed information
on Indian
Life Mann points out that there
othing
was a certain goodfornin Brunau Austria who was one
of the most ardent admirers of the
pseudo- westerner
May was exposed as an ex- thief forger imposter but his characters had been
absorbed by that younger generation i eading him
Thus Mann concludes that the
Third Reich is Karl Mays ultimate triumph the ghastly realization of his dreams accomplished through the medium of one of
his fans Adolph Hitler
It is a story to be read carefully
discriminately by anyone concerned with present day affair a
J-

Combing the C ampt
The

College of New Roch
elle is pioneering bravely this
year Introducing as a new
psychology major the College
is offering a course stressing

money on the 122 men in the

Kenyon freshman against
them any time Just ask any
of the boys
If they dont
push your face in first youll
personal improvement and probably receive an answer
preparation for motherhood in collaboration with our
Judging from what our pro statement
fessors tell us we could cerNovelist Sinclair Lewis has
tainly use a semester or so of joined the University of Wispersonal improvement
The consin faculty as a teacher
preparation for motherhood of creative writing Flash
would hardly be aDnronriate students dont need any coachtherefore we advocate prepar English professors report that
ation tor fatherhood Ser- ing in creative writing or
iously
speaking at Kenyon
The
South Dakota State Uni- BULL hangs high
versity boast an 82- voice AJay Berwanger long beCAPELLA choir Thev have loved former All- American
nothing on the Kenyon Sing halfback of Chicago Univerers vas ist das Mr Weist sity was married last week
Dr H C Gossard dean in You definitly cant win
charge of curricula at East
The esteemed author of that
ern iNew Mexico College has intellectual column Platterjust finished a study on what Patter told us the other day
professors do in their spare that he had never heard of
time As ne nasn t reported many of the colleges and
exactly what they do we have universiies mentioned from
assigned Jack Lindbunr Vice time to time in this column
President inc- hargeofVice
to That is one of the purposes of
conduct a similar quest
writing this space- filler to
Princeton Universitys acquaint people with the fact
freshman class of 655 is the that there are other places of
second largest in its history education in the world besides
After the results of the Cane Kenyon College although
Rush plus the Revolt we there are not many that can
would be willing to place our equal it

KEN YON COLLEGE
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The Answer
Mr R Donald MeCleary
Kenyan College
Jambier Ohio
Dear Mr MeCleary
Your article dealing with the cost of food and the maintenance of Ieirce Hall which appeared in the Kenyon Col
legion ol uctorier luin announces unai 11 is oiiemig laas
but implies rather poor conjecture We appreciate that much
time must have been spent compiling the figures for the
article but evidently the person who made the study has a
very naive idea of both quality and quantity
The bacon served in the Commons at Kenyon costs 4
It is customary at
per serving for two hundred students
breakfast here to offer a choice of hot or prepared cereal
and coffee or cocoa Incidentally butter which alone costs
between 1800 and 2000 a year is served and used generously at every meal Please note that this commodity was
overlooked Tomatoes which at this time of year can be
served at 3i4 a serving it will not be possible to buy at that
price after the home grown varieties are off the market by
the end of October The steak and mushrooms served for
Sunday dinner cost us 22 23 per serving Any student who
would like to have us get him a 15f quality of steak and
mushrooms please let us know We will shop around and
see what we can do for him The chicken served recently on

Sunday cost us 24 23 per serving Our average cost per
serving for roast beef for this year has been 22y The amount allowed for incidentals shows little knowledge of the
cost of pickles relishes preserves jellies etc which are one
of the most expensive items on any menu
Never to our knowledge have napkins been changed
less than three times a week This year in planning our
budget we have allowed for the use of paper napkins for
breakfast and a fresh cloth one for the other meals This
involved purchasing 200 dozen napkins We hope you have
noticed that this change in service has already started
Your estimate for the student pay roll fell a mere
2000 short of last years student pay roll when fewer waiters were employed
Re- decorating
replacements and repairs are subjects
Naturally Peirce Hall must set up a
left unconsidered
surplus to meet these emergencies which sometimes run into
considerable money Last year this amounted to 5000
On the replacement of dishes and glassware alone the Commons spends between 400 and 500 each year
We have pointed out and made comparisons of only
the most glaring mistakes and omissions in the article re
ferred to The food which we purchase for Peirce Hall and
its handling is open to inspection as are our kitchen at all
times
Very sincerely
LILLIAN G CHARD
MILDRED I KIMBALL

Day of Mourning
Wednesday was the day set aside for the registration
A great
the provisions of the national defense legislation
deal of comment both pro and con swept through the
nation At Union Seminary in New York a group of students resolved that they would not register as they considered the conscription policy morally wrong Several
churches held hourly intercessions and prayed that the men
conscripted would not be used as cannon fodder But perhaps no one saw the issues involved in conscription more
clearly than Norman Thomas who is again the Socialist
candidate for the presidency
Mr Thomas has been recognized by even his bitterest
assailants as a very capable man and we feel that his message at the University of Indiana is worth consideration
Mr Thomas regarded registration day as a day of mourning for the death of the American ways of life and the triumphof the principle which is the very lifeblood of the toThis has been the stand taken by the
talitarian state
We however have
COLLEGIAN in its recent editorials
Mr Thomas is not speaking as
been completely pacifistic
pacifist but as a man who feels that conscription is not a
necessity for defense but the first step toward undemocratic
He continues in support of this
It is our
imperialism
professional soldiers and sailors in the navy the coast artillery and the flying corps who are the backbone of true
military defense Conscripts are the extra potentially of
use in imperialistic adventure
This was proved by the
administrations zeal to have the right to send the boys outside of our own county without declaration of war
This one thing which we feel many of our correspondents who have objected to our stand in KENYON AND
CONSCRIPTION have overlooked They have all assumed
that it is sweet and right to die for ones country should
our democracy be endangered by a German invasion but
is it also right to die for ones country when ones country
Such a policy which is not
becomes unjustly imperialistic
outside of the realm of possibility certainly could not be
called democratic
The majority of the American people are against participation in a European war There are still no indications
that Britain is going to defeat Hitler If we are not going
to fight in Europe and with the chances of a German invasion still on the slim side our question remains Why
Imperialism would be the only justification for
Conscript
conscription and imperialism seems to be the most objectional phase of the totalitarianism

A Useless Organ
Democracy in a college is best shown in its degree of
si lent government Judging from this standard alone Kenyon College in the past has been practically a totalitarian
school
The senior council was formed to provide student
government at Kenyon but until now has assumed practically
no voice in the government of the students
Last year the senior council passed a number of rules
for student conduct with regard to behavior in the commons
library anc in automobiles This years senior council is
going to enforce these rules and anymore that may be passed in order to provide a student government and disciplinary
court for the students by students
Continued on Page

Weekly Survey

What s My Name
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Ed Note Conceived for
ility intelligence only

In the early ISSOs I was born
mansion near Hyde
Park An only child I was shieldill- housed
ed Iron the ill- clad
by muses governesses and tutors
hey did not impress upon my
chiid mind that it was not the duty
of the government to support the
people but the duty of the people
which
lo suppoit the government
fact the then President of the United States held very strongly
Time passed and I was torn
from nurse and tutor to rough it
at a sort of Boys Town school
The boys got to
called Groton
know me pretty well and wished
on me the nickname of Shifty
Then I was to niix with the sons of
the horny- handed at a college named Harvard My family name was
well- known as it was also borne
by the then President of the United
States I managed to graduate
without honors but the well- known
name got me a job as clerk in a
law office in Wall Street and later
I was admitted to the bar Having nothing to do that interested
I
me I dabbied in state politics
was good looking could say My
friends with a delightful Harvard
accent and much to my surprise
was made assistant Secretary of
the Navy That was fun The Secretary knew even less about the
Navy than I did for I had some
old ship models and could sail a
boat So I began to feel my oats
I made speeches strongly advocating spending great sunis of money
for ships particularly after the
war ended I ran for ViceP- resident
with James M Cox but we
were left at the post Then I took
my fling at being an Economic
Royalist
From my Wall Street
offices I sold friends stock in an
automatic vending machine company and also in a concern to speculate in German marks But none
of them lost more than the total
amount they invested
I have
never had any use for successful
ever since
Economic Royalists
At the tender age of forty I landed my first business job
An Incompany
surance
thought my
nanie would look well among the
roster of the Vice- Presidents I
wonder what they would think
now
I owed my real political start to
Alfred E Smith
When he ran
for President I ran for Governor
Elected I turned my back on
Smith immediately but the public
never seemed to realize how thoroughly I ruined the finances of a
great state A shrewd likeable
ex- boxing
commissioner put me
over for my big job I am off of
changed his mind a little about me
Of course I had to promise to cut
expenses of my predecessor 25
and to get rid of a lot of jobh- olders
and severely criticize the predecessor for being a spendthrift
Of course you have to promise
things to get anywhere in politics
even if a fellow jnamd Wilkie
doesnt know it I never have had
an opportunity to acquire an understanding of finance or economics but think I know my politics
Doing things for the one- third
hasnt worked yet but I have spent
an awful lot of bihons trying I
dont think I should not have an
other chance as perhaps I really
am tne only mdispensible man the
country has ever had and anyway I can keep spending while
the money last and try a lot of
things I really think I have done
rny bit for the one- htird
of the
people I was supposed to serve
Nobody can put anything over on
me
I tell the whole world where
to get off and maybe they wont
find out 1 cant back up my stuff
I have had a swell time
I like to
talk and promise and fish from
warships and nobody can sav I
havent come across for my whole
ariny
WHATS MY NAME
in a simple

Deems Taylors New Book
Eugene Fuchs in Cleveland

m

m

By Clarence Miller
of chamber music
has been announced for the record
concert on Friday night October
IS at 800 in the music room
Composers represented range from
the classicist Mozart thru Faure
to Hugo Wolfe and Knudage RiA Beethoven serenade is
seger
The program
also to be played
Mozart
Quartet in F major
Faure
Piano Quartet
Three Serenades
Serenade Opus 8 in D
Beethoven
major
Hugo Wolfe
Italian Serenade
Knudage Riiseger
Serenade
A

program

Musically- inclined students will
interested in the fact that
Deems Taylor widely- known radio
critic on the New York Philharbe

monic broadcasts has written a
book
The Well- tempered Listener which Simon and Schuster
sell for 250 And also that the
Dutton press of New York is now
offering a humorous book of verse
People
on music and musicians
of Note by Laurence McKinney
The book which sells for 100
has a group of clever drawings by
Giuyas Williams

Platter Patter
One of the most up and
ccming bands in the country
is Vaughn Monroe
This outfit is comparetively new to
the circle of swing fans and is
really making a hit This
bands style is different and is
slated to go a long way One
of his newest records is Donkey SeranadeB1- 0866 Monroe himself is a unusual singer and his band supplies a
terrific background his sections are well balanced and
they play a terrific brand of
wing The other side is a
little Spanish ditty entitled
Solud Dineroy Amor
This
side is in the same style as the
other and is something that
at least warrants a listening
One of Charlie Barnets
lattest records is his rendition of the oldie Ring Dem
B- 10S62
Bells
This tune
is entirely up to Barnets standard which is easily understood upon a listening There
is another duet between Barnet and his trumpet player
as in Pompton Turnpike
All
in all including a tenor sax
solo this disc is well suited

Letters to the Editor

Concert of Chamber Music

fac-

The

college

choir

will

sing

Trust in the Lord an anthem
arranged from an air by Handel
at the 1st service on Sunday Octo
ber 20 Organ music will be the
Brahms choral- prelude Mein Jesu
der du mifh and the Pachelbel
choral Allein zn dir

October

14

1940

Editor of the Collegian

To the

111

Kenyon College
Gambier Ohio
Dear Sir
I should like to beg some space
in your paper to put down in writing the position I took in a recent
sermon concerning the present
war in order that those who did
not hear it or do not understand it
may have a first hand account of
what I then said rather than a
second- hand account of what somebody thought I said
The Christian is obliged to decide what is right and what is
wrong in any issue according to
his standard which is Christ Once
he has reached a decision he cannot remain passive but must act
militantly against the increse of
that which he judges to be evil The
complexity of international disputes does not relieve him of the
some
responsibility
of making
Engworkable moral judgment
be
cannot
land and Germany
equally right or equally wrong unless there is no final standard of
morality I have decided that England is more in the right than
Germany
I state that decision
baldly What others decide is up
to them Once they have decided
one way or another they cannot
remain disinterested and still call
Once the
themselves Christians
decision is made there arises further problems as to how they shall
act to counteract the evil
The absolute pacifist observes
one commandment as absolutely
binding
Thou shalt not kill The
sincere pacifist is ready to obey
that one law though it should
mean that he and his friends be
put up against a wall and shot for
treason To the absolute pacifist
peace is the greatest good and
non- resistance at all times the only
effective action to take against

Eugene Fuchs prominent violinist is the soloist with the Cleveland Orchestra this Thursday and
Saturday nights in Severance music hall He plays the Tschaikowsky Violin Concerto in D major in
aggression I respect the sincerity
an all- Tschaikowsky program
and courage of the true conscientious objector
I do not hold his
Wjhile I admit that war
position
is a very great evil I cannot see it
as the worst evil we know While
To say I think it is terribly wrong to kill
Odds and ends Dept
that nothing has been happening I cannot see the moral life as a
around the Hill this past week is business of strict obedience to a
a matter of gross overstatement few clear cut laws I believe there
So Gonsolie has ceased tearing the are other commandments as obligrey hairs from his already over- gatory as the sixth commandment
worked scalp and decided to let It is wrong to kill it is wrong also
his typewriter do the work
Per- not to protect the innocent and
haps our annual October hiberna- those who stand on the side of truth
tion has had something to do with and justice The commandments
it Anyway we have pooled all of the Old Testamient are good
our knowledge under the heading guides for human behaviour but
of odds and ends written it on a they often conflict with one anpostage stamp and retired for the other
That Christ recognized
next week
this is evident from the teaching
Overheard in the Commons
The son of man is lord of the
There goes Bud Mast
He looks Sabbath
If I am attacked by
like a rehersal of the Hunchback someone I ought to be killed rather
of Notre Dame
John Tehan than to kill If a murderer attacks
Albach well have your job for my friends my wife my mother I
Bob
this
Yeh
Shafer
but have a Christian duty to protect
whatll we do with it
them as well as a duty not to kill
The other night Homecoming If I should kill the aggressor in
to be exact
we wandered over trying to protect those innocent of
West Wing way and were amazed aggression I would consider I did
to hear exuding from the parlor of the best thing to be done under the
the staid and dignified West Wing- circumstances and I might point
ers strange sounds which seemed out that such a killing would not
to our untutored ears to bear more be inspired by hatred of the par
than a semblance of boogie- woogie ticular aggressor
The only New
Afraid that we might have gotten Testament incident which is at all
into the Famous Doo by mistake analogus is the incident of Christ
we find that were apt to do such and His treatment of the money
things m moments of stress we changers m the temple
look- ad again
Our worst fears
I cannot conceive of God as a
were justified
In the best Albert Being of adolescent affection who
Amnions style Mr Moe Miller was condones the actions of His childtaking the piano apart while the ren no matter what they do God
glee club under the well- meaning is justice as well as love and men
if uninspired direction of Mr Chase had to learn the former before
Small was roling out a chorus or they could be entrusted with the
two of Cocaine Bill
There is no Revelation of the latter If there
doubt about it there are hidden is a moral law as the Christian be
talents around here if one only lieves those who break the law
takes the trouble to search for must suffer the consequences even
them
though they be blinded to or ignorWith the example of the futility ant of their wrong and though the
of the efforts of Messers Chamber- consequences be loss of temporal
life a life which none of us ought
Continued on Page 3
to grasp as a miser grasps his
money- bag If as seems to be the
case we are convinced that Eng
land is more in the right than Ger
many we are obligated to take
some action upon the decision If
for anyones collection
we are absolute pacifists we must
Many of you remember that not resist evil with armed force
terrific Dixieland number though the evil be ten- thousand
away That will be our paci
played at the last movie that miles
fie action
If however we think
happened to be Muggsy Span- there are times when to resist is
than not to resist and that
iers rendition of At The Jazz better
England is choosing the lesser of
evils m her armed resistance
Band Ball B- 10518
This two
we
morally applaud Eng
record is played in the good landscannot
heroism as she goes through
old fashioned Dixieland which the valuey of the shadow while we
stand for the same principles
is a treat from most of the who
bask m the sunshine of our com
emill

Slices of Life

runofth-

swing tunes

that have come out lately
The latest popular ballad

recorded by Tommy Dorsey is
Shadows on the Sand This
record is for the fellow that
likes his swing slow and easy
Frank Sinatra supplies a good
vocal on just about an average melody but the harmony
is nice to listen to
OUTSTANDING RECORD Krupas masterpiece Blue Rythm
Fantasy is really tops in
drumming as well as having
some very unusual effects in
it The melody is weird but
very good but of course the
outstanding feature is the percussion Every man in the
band gets a chance to bang
out a little of his own rvthm
Continued on page

4

placent isolation
The way
which we choose to heln io
problem primarily a problem f
the Congress and the War Denaw

aiu wfi
to go to war immediately
no knowledge of military nfriJ0
x uu not kiiuw
wnar Kind of
lngiciiiu waiiio ui wnat Kind
I

unenviable

unnjjits

a rath

moral position

present conffict

in ti

We seen to i
convinced England is fighting 0i
war protecting our interest

standing for the preservation of
freedom against a great arnii
force nd yet we d onot want
u
help for fear we might have to all
hurt There is no commandment

which says
Thou shalt not dip
A pacifism based on personal feir
and selfish desires to preserve ou
own skins is not only un- Christian
but un- manly
Any man uvillin
to risk his life toward the main
tenance of life for others will
someday realize that what h
thought was sweet is terribly sour
and that what he though hevas
holding fast is lost forever
Sincerely yours
Thomas Barrett
The Editor
The Kenyon Collegian
Ganibier Ohio
Sir
In your last issue you printed
an editorial which claimed for it
self the unusual distinction of getting at the root of the problem
in connection with all the so called
complaints against the meals served to us in the Pierce Hall Commons

Further the editorial

base its

so called

claimed to
constructive

criticism not upon mere hear say
but upon facts obtained through
query at variously enumerated

sources
I am sure that if the editors of
your paper were to be asked for
the definition of the term fact
they would very readily admit that
such a definition would not include
estimates based upon facts which
have been derived from secondary
sources at the very best
The editorial uses prices which
its writer seems to have obtained
from 3 certain super market in
Mount Vernon He claims that at
the prices which such a market
quotes the food in the commons
could be improved thousands of
percents Furthermore the writer
of that editorial uses some very
rough estimates of the income
which the Pierce Hall Commons
enjoys and the various expenditures which it makes in connection
with the salaries of the worker
in that building
According to the
best sources available Miss Kimble Miss Chard and Mr Camp
those estimates are practically insults to the workers in Pierce Hall
To give an example of the failure
of the writer of that editorial to
consider all of the various incidental expenses it may be pointed
out that a tremendous amount of
butter used in Pierce HU went entirely unaccaunted for
In general the compliments
gaints the food in the Pierce Hall
Commons can be described as scatContiimed on page 4
a-

ON THE DIALS
SHORTWAVE

Every evening from 830 to
11 00 there is a short wave broa-

from London with a feature
news and eyewitness accounts on some of the
battles by soldiers and airmen
GSC
958 31 meter band
GSD
25 meter band
1175
dcast

Britain Speaks

Boston Ost 14 Billy Conn
Al McCoy heavyweight bout
be broadcast over the N B

and
will
C

Blue Network 1000 PM Friday
October 18
Though both boy are champs it
will be an exhibition only with no
title at stake The winner may
eventually mix with Joe Louis so
it will be interesting to see the
outcome
The National Broadcasting Cois presenting as the first in
a series of plays The Birds H
is by Aristophanes and was wrimpany

tten

about

410 B

C

series

The

of plays go through the centuries
and finally come up to the present
The program is on the Blue Network from 300 to 400 PM Sundays starting Oct 20 and continuing for about twenty- nine weeks
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Coach Imels Mermen
Show Great Prospects

HEADLINES

and
BARRY

of the
cording to members
tie with Manet
hall team that
by the Pioan upset pulled
as

are out

and the Hafelimen
rienrLe that point this Friday af-

when they engage Heidel
in
princes at the latters field
be the
will
they
Though
n
comparative scores
lerdcs by
f t be surprised if this game
i0nS out to be the upset of the

lon

Speaking
scores the Purple
squad have been mak
d White
eat his
dear Dr Linkenhus
campaign
all this
has two new aprroach Chuck Imel
on his swimsposition
for
jicants
quad Lou Treleaven and
erstwhile footballTom Hardeman
two gentlemen who
s are the
rian to splash a lot of water in
Af
haffer Pool this winter
Klan
the
consideration
careful

Terence year
comparative

ias deciaeu w
support to the

b

move to

purchase

the school
Imel is attgames for
He is
squad
his fine yearling
of getting a
especially hopeful
to
m with Mansfield in order
for the trimmain some revenge
ing they handed the class of 43
Football relations
last fall
tith the Yoemen from Oberlin is
next fall After an
to be renewed
the uptof three years
absence
aters will be a welcomed addition to our sports calendar next
Present plans call for
ear
a four day trip into Pennsylvania
r the swimming team this year
The local mermen will engage
Pitt
ad Slippery Rock while on the
Middle Hanna with
journey
one of the best teams in intramurahistory has definitely won its
lleague
title in touch football but
some
Cast Wing is still receiving

P A system for
a
Frosh Coach Chuck
empting to book some
new

in

stiff competition

very

their

cir-

cuit

Calls

Thomas

Registration Day
ef

Day

taming

students of the
Indiana
today
Thomas Socialist candidate for President pledged
himself and the Socialist Party to
iork for the repeal of the consSpeaking before

University
of
WED
Norman
I

cription law
He
registration Day as

characterized
a

day

of

for the death of the
way of life and the triumph of the principle which is the
very lifeblood
of the totalitarian
mourning
American

state

Although
speaks
from

Mr Thomas
without notes he

usually
departed

this custom in his University
of Indiana
speech to read a prepared statement which
said in
art
America still has
emocracy left to make

enough
it entirely
intimate under her laws and constitution to carry on a campaign
for the
amendment or repeal of
any
law

ming team
With the conference
championship in need of protection
and half of last years varsity lostthrough graduation he predicts a
good deal of hard work and training
However the new material
this year looks extremely promising Some thirty odd aqua lovers
reported last Monday
Among
them the returning varsity men
Henschel and capt Tanner last
years brest strokers May Flynn
Smeth and Monaghan free stylers
and Ned Brouse diver
Among
theue a conference shampionship
m the two- twenty free style
needs
protection
by Monaghan
Uncloubtly the greatest heartbreak
the coach had to take was the loss
of Bill Griffin his 150 yard backstroker whose trophies equal that
of any other intercollegiate swimmer who was in competition last
year This years team has as new
advocates Bill Blaka Sam Cook
and Ken Knopf backstrokers New
freestylers this year will be Dick
Perm Carl Ball and Cook Blaka
will also be used in the freestyle
dashes
Tyler Crittendon Lewis
and Benseman are the other sophomores competing this year Imel
places the future of this years
team on the performance of the
sophomores
His big job is to get
them in shape As yet no assignments have been made and the
championship medley relay team of
last year has not been replaced
A new system of meets will be
used this year since for the first
time two meets will be held before
Christmas The possibility of the
team visiting Florida is great if
the team is able to raise sufficient
funds from the sale of candy and
hotdogs

Chalmers and Gurnmings
Enlighten Frosh
was given Tuesday September 24
in Philomothesian
Hall by President Chalmers
His subject was
the earlier history of Kenyon College
In the short period from
1008 to 1030 oclock President
Chalmers talk enlightened some
120 new students on the struggles
of Kenyons founder
Philander
Chase to obtain funds for the proposed new school his hard earned
success and the subsequent founding of Kenyon College in 1824 The
President explained the difficulties
in obtaining a land grant the feud
between Philander Chase and Bishop Hobart and Philanders success which resulted in the new col
lege On Tuesday October 1 Presi
dent Chalmers brought Kenyon s
history up to date and concluded
His talks
his part of the series
were highly interesting to the large
group
The period on Tuesday 8 was
spent in filling out health blanks
for the reference of the colelge
Dr Cummings took charge of the
period on Tuesday 15 and disA
cussed work and study habits
questionnaire designed t oaid in the
cultivation of good study habits
was filled out by those attending
Lectures in the near future will
be given by Rudy Cutler and Dr
Baube on social hygiene

Luckiesh Explains
What Is Science

Urges Repeal of Law

Dr Matthew Luckiesh

director

are well aware
the Soc- of the Lighting Research Laboraialist candidate
declared
that tory of the General Electric Comu1S no Precedent in all history
pany spoke in the College Assemioi he
orderly repeal by any bly this morning on
What is
Pwpie of a peace
time conscription Scisncs
aw once
adopted
We may make
Dr Luckiesh is one of the outat desirable

standing physicists of this country

precedent

assailed proponents of the and at the same time one of the
denied that they consider
7conscription
best known lighting experts in the
either a temporary world He is a native of Iowa and
eaSure or a
defense measure in has vsrpiwrt degrees from Purdue
and

sense

in which plain people
and the
word defense
dent Roosevelt
he charged

f

Lspeeches in 1919 in

if

support
cmpulsory military

training

STAR

Iowa State and the University of
He holds a doctorate m
Iowa
Engineering and a doctorate in
Science
At the conclusion of his collegs
and post- graduate work he entertvQ
works at Nela Park in
He was made director
Cleveland
of applied science there in la- su
and has held his present position
since 1924
During the World War he was
on
chairman of the committee Recamouflage for the National
search Council
He is a member of a great numand oDtical so
cieties and has written a great
number of books on color ngnus
lighting fixtures and optics
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The revamped Kenyon football
forces took the field today before a
large crowd of enthusiastics spect
ators and fouorhf tn a fi stand
still with a strong Marietta eleven
displaying a well- ballanced brand
of football and a strong determination the Kpnvnn rpam nntrilflvpd
their rivals in every department
out tne runoacK ot kicks and
garnered II first downs to their
opponents three
fi-

Kenyon Scores Early in Second Period

With the wind at their backs
the Lords plaved a very conserva
tive first period kicking on the first
ana second downs keeping the blue
and white team deep in their own
territory However never being
able to penetrate deep enough to
cause a real scoring threat Early
in the second period Kenyons running attack started to click and
they marched forty yards for a
touchdown Herrick scoring from
the three- yard line after a fifteen
yard run by Amato
The try for
extra point was wide The remainder of the period saw tjie
teams see- sawing back and forth
with Kenyon in possession of the
ball on Marriettas twenty- yard
line as the half ended
Another
scoring threat was under way only
to be stopped by the half- time
whistle

HENNINGj

By this time we should
know whether the Lords have
scored an upset over Heidelberg whom they were scheduled to play this afternoon or
whether Kenyon has been
just another jump that the
Princes have successfully
hurdled in their race for the
Conference crown
Marietta comes back strong
Pictured above is Bud HenThe second half started with
ning who is one of the eleven Marietta
to Kenyon
kicking
reasons why Heidelberg was After two thrust atoffthe line and a
penalty Herrick kicked from his
favored over the Lord

CONSIDER

Johnson to Represent Academy

inspired Lords Are Held to
Tie By Marietta at Homecoming

own fifteen- yardline
Marcum of
Marietta received the ball on the
mid- field stripe and raced through
a whole host of Kenyon tacklers
until he was finally downed on the
Lords twenty- yard line A beautiful piece of open- field running
After a few plays at the line and a
pass which netted ten yards
Varner finally went over to score

A

NORTHWEST
PASSAGE

Berno blocks try for extra point
Ater Mariettas touchdown the
all- important point was at hand
The kick- blocking play was called
and Berno racing in from his leftend position blocked Mariettas
try for extra point The rest of the
third period ended in a kicking
duel between Herrick of Kenyon
and Marcum of Marietta the ball
resting in Kenyons posession on
their own thirty- yard line

The first lecture of the sereis
for freshmen and transfer students

We

e

HEIDELBERG

Last Monday Coach Imel began
construction on his 40- 41 swim-

BYLINES
FRED

KEN YON COLLEGE

i

Amato Johnson Paolozzi Curtis
and Herrick showed great running
ability aided by the fine blocking
by guarterback Hal Grace Next
week the Lords play a highly- rated
Heidelberg team We of the Collegian take this opportunity to
wish them lots of luck and hope
they spoil the Princes undefeated
record
2
3
First downs
ISO
10S
Yards gained rushing
17
10
Passes attempted
a
4
Passes completed
1
3
Passes intercepted by
47
32
Yards gained passing
Kick- offs

2

Distance of kick- offs
total runback of kickoffs

45
20

Punts

11

2

Of

Vice President

International Relations

At the first meeting of this year
held on October 7th the International Relations Club completed its
roll of officers by electing John
Tehan as Vice President and determined its policies for the coming year
In view of the increasingly great
influence which international relations is having in the lives of all
of us the International Relations
Club will publish each month a
guide to the more important books
and magazine articles written in
its field that month President
McCleary announced
All interested students have been
invited to the next meeting of the
club which will be held on Thursday October 24th The topic for
discussion will be
France why
did it fall and what are its prospects

Both teams display offensive power

THE CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE

PATRONIZE
OUR

ADVERTISERS
BRININGS

The fourth quarter saw both
teams open up with all the power
they had Marietta using passes
from its spread formation and the
Lords with spinners laterals and
Midway in the fourth
reverses
period a Marietta man broke
through to block one of Kenyons
punts and the ball rolled out of
bounds on their own twenty- three
yard line A pass and two run
ning plays gave Marietta a first
down on Kenyons eight- yard line
Here the Lords showed their real
defensive strength holding back
two thrust at the line and aided by
a fifteen penalty an incomplete
Kenyon took over the ball
pass
on their own twenty- two yard line
Opening up with all they had they
proceeded to march to the Marietta
twentv- five only to be stopped
after three incomplete passes and
an attempt at the line which failed
Marietta took over the ball and
attempted long passes but they
were of no avail
Defense outstanding for Lords
Much praise should be given to
the Kenyon line for the wonderful defensive work they displayed
throughout the game Outweighed
ten pounds per man they were in
their charging on every play
breaking up the interference giving the backers- up a chance to
make the tackles In the backfield

NEWS

STORE

NEWS PAPERS
MAGAZINES
CIGARETTES
12 W Vine St

Powells Work Furthered
The College recently received an
anonymous gift of 100 for continuance of Dr Powells research
in cosmic rays and the Mesotren
The grant arrived at an opportune
time as it will permit careful longrange plans to be made through
consultation with other scientist

38 Slices of Life
40
Continued from page 2
10
lain
and
Daladier at Munich still
46
fresh in mind we are resigned to
96 seeing that the spirit of appeas10 ment has been completely consid90 ered as a waste of time at least in
some quarters We are referring
3
particularly to the pair of chicken-

Average dist of punts 46
Total runback of kickoffs 49
7
Penalties
65
Yards lost penalties
0
Fumbles
2
0
Own fumbles recovered
386 341
Total yards gained
Kenyon Marietta
Statistics
Tehan Elected

Professor E H Johnson has been
elected to represent the Ohio Academy of Science as a member of
the Governing Council of the recently established Junior Academy
of Science The membership of the
latter organization is made up
largely of students in high schools
and preparatory schools throughout the state

Meets fvlH
For ntraniura4iflwBL
EVV

coops which have come to grace
both ends of Old Kenyon in the
disguise of road barricades
We
ambled over the other day just
as these works of art were being
created and arrived just in time
to get in on a weighty discussion
The argument specifically referred
to whether the boards which hang
dejectly from the wire fence should
be on the inside or outside of said
fence and also how many boards
should be hung between each pair
of post The argument raged hot
and furious with everyone joining
in
Everyone but one that is
While the argument raged he
quietly and intently went about
putting one boai- d between each
pair of post and on the inside of
the wire
He had got all but a
couple done when the argument
broke up with the victors being
the faction which had held out for
two boards on the outside Great
was their consternation when they
discovered the fait accompli However being made of stern stuff
they recovered froiri the blow and
decreed that the remaining spaces
should be filled as they dictated
The fifth columnist was removed
and the work went ahead
This
is the inside story on why there
are two boards on the outside in
the section of the fence nearest
South Leonard as against one on
the inside elsewhere
We have been contemplating this
example for some time and won
dering
It strikes us as the sort
r- ru
pfTToVnS Hitler might
run up while ne swilled at
Bertchesgaden with Mr Chamberlain and chuckled sardonically
over democratic inefficiency
We
can see now this fence sowing the
seeds of doubt and isms in the
untainted minds of Kenyon students
Frankly it worries us

Hs

The Alpha Delts iron- man team
which has never made a substitution this season although having
many on hand downed their last
opponent on Tuesday to take the
championship in the Purple League
The boys under Captain Hurst and
sparked by speedy Bud Mast were
undeafeated untied and unscored
upon
In the White League the Delta BAIRS DRY CLEANING
Although
Phis were undefeated
COMPANY
two games ended with no score
they managed to win out technical3 W High St
ly under their very able coc- aptains
MT VERNON O
John Reinheimer and Wayne
Borges
Next week the Alpha Delts and
the Delta Phis will meet for the
Co
Intramural Championship
Summary of games
Everything for the home
0
6 Psi- U
Alpha Delts
0 128 S Main St
2
Mt Vernon O
Delts
Alpha Delts
7 Mid Kenyon 0
Alpha Delts
0
7
Sig Pi
Alpha Delts
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New Road to Stay Until Winter
October 10 1940
The Kenyon Collegian
Kenyon College
Gentlemen
The new road around the rear
of Old Kenyon has been temporarily completed and will be open
for driving while the present road
across the front of Old Kenyon
will be closed on Monday October
14 until such time as the new road
may become impassable due to the
fall or winter weather at which
time the road will be closed and
the old road re- opened
While the curves have been eased off as much as possible care

must be exercised in making the
turns at the south end
This eliminates the traffic hazard which has existed for years at
the southwest corner of Hanna
Hall
Your co- operation in travelling
on this new road will be greatly
appreciated
As soon as the new fill for the
parking lots at Hanna and Leonard are thoroughly settled these
areas will be covered with gravel
which will increase the parking
facilities at both buildings
Sincerely
W E BECKER

A Useless Organ
Continued from Page

Letters to the Editor
Continued from page 2
tered rather childish remarks such
I dont like this
as
It might be pointed out that it
is rather impossible for three hundred students all to like and appreciate the same meal at the same
time As one of those three hundred I can say frankly for myself
that there are meals which I nei
ther enjoy serving or eating But
neither do I hesitate to say that a
meal I do not enjoy may well be
enjoyed by a large percent of the
three hundred who go unnoticed
because when they are satisfied
they have nothing to say
I encourage them to say it now
and have this childishness over
with once and for all
Yours truly
John D McKim 41
Vice-

2

president of the senior council wishes to
Frank
make it clear to the students that the purpose of the senior
council is not to be hard on offenders but rather to give them
a fair trial by undergraduates It is the wish of the counsel
to take over some of the cases formerly handled by the dean
At the last meeting of the senior counsel a resolution
was passed to the effect that anyone who has business must
present it in person before the counsel or in a letter to be
discussed at the next meeting This ruling applies to everyThe senior counsel
one at school regardless of position
meets on the second Thursday of each month Any student
who has a complaint or a suggestion must make it in this
way
By cooperating with the senior counsel students are accepting a responsibility they are not only bettering themselves but at the same time giving Kenyon a better name It
is one of the best recommendations a college can have to be
able to say that its students are able to govern themselves
with out the necessity of the facully acting as a sort of police
force in addition to their other more dignified duties HIM
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President

BETTER TASTE

PLATTER PATTER
Continued from page
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as in his old record of Some
It
Like it Hot Remember
would be amazing if anything
better could be dpne on the
drums and for that reason
alone excluding the good
melody and brilliant solos is
reason enough for buying it

I
self want most is mildness cooland thats just
ness and taste
what you get in Chesterfields

Food

3 DAY SERVICE

Doughnuts
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Movie

LOWEST PRICES

The Way of All Flesh
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the Smokers Cigarette
MAKE

CALL FOR IT AND DELIVER IT
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right combination of the fina defiest tobaccos grown
nitely milder cooler better
taste Thats why its called

MOVIE PARTY

Cider
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What smokers like your-
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WHY SEND YOUR LAUNDRY HOME
WE OFFER PROFESSIONAL LAUNDRY SERVICE
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has a line on theirj
DEFINITELY

Middle Kenyon
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Time

This picture of Chesterfield buyers inspecting tobacco
crops in the field before auction time is one of many
interesting scenes in the new book TOBACCO
LAND U S A This fascinating story of how Chest
erfields are made from seed to cigarette is yours
for the asking Mall your request fo Liggett A Myn
Tobacco Company 630 Fifth Avenue New York N Y

700 PM Saturday Night

Place
ROSSE HALL

ENJOY

JEWELL
o ICE o
CREAM
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QUALITY CLEANERS
Kenyon Agent
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MOUNT VERNON

Restaurant

Soda Grill
Candy Shrp
Kenyon Students Always Welcome

Bruce Bothwell

The thoughtful fellow rides

Kenyon Students Always Welcome

the insured ZONE CAB way

To Students

To

Just Call

To Visit Our

DEALERS

The ALCOVE

f

Satisfactory Work at Low Prices

An Invitation

AT YOUR
FAVORITE

Myers Tobacco Co

900

New Modern Bowling Plant

GRAMACS

Thfi Sunset Night Club
please

W Vine Street
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SODAS
CONES
SUNDAES
MILKSHAKES

PACKAGE
CREAM

Floor Show

The Cab on the Square

Thurs

PITKINS
PROVISION

STORE

THE FINEST PLACE IN TOWN
FOR ENTERTAINMENT

137 South Main Street

133-

Mt Vernon

Sat and Sun Nights

Wine Liquor Beer Food
Ask the boys who know

THE BEST IN FOODS

ICE

Fri

Dance Band

Admission 25c per person

Ohio

Open
12 Noon

J
College Shop

FOR RESERVATION
CALL 2063 B

FOUNDED IN MOUNT VERNON

close
230 AM

OHIO IN

IRfiS

Shower Shoes and Socks

Stationery
Reasonable Prices
BOB WILLIAMS

BILL WILSON

f
ED OROURKE

QUALITY THE RINGWALT
One of Ohios

MOST

MODERN

POUCYA

Small City Stores

